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SuperDuo mixes are a wonderful way of saving
money; all the colors you need for this bracelet
are in the same tube! Combine them randomly,
as shown, or work out a pattern; use all of the
colors, or just use one or two. I’s your choice!
This pattern is for beaders who are comfortable
following beading diagrams.

Materials:
• 11° seed beads (green)
• 15°A seed beads (orange)
• 15°B seed beads (yellow)
• SuperDuos (Citrus Infusion mix)
• 3-strand clasp
• Beading thread
• Beading needles, size 12 or 13
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Step 1:
String (4)11° Beads and go through the first (3)11°
strung to form a circle, leaving an 8-10” tail.

Step 2:
String (2)15°A, (3)15°B, (1) SuperDuo, (3)15°B, (2)15°A, (1)11°, (2)15°A,
(3)15°B and go through the second hole in the same SuperDuo.
String (3)15°B, (2)15°A and go through the 11°A you started from.
Go through the first (2)15°A, the next (3)15°B, the SuperDuo, and the next
(1)15°B, as shown in the diagram.

Step 3:

A

String (2)15°B, (1)11°, (2)15°B and (starting at A) go through (1)15°B, the
SuperDuo, (3)15°B, (2)15°A, and (1)11°.

Step 4:
String (3)11° and go through the 11° you started from, the next (2)
15°A, (3)15°B, SuperDuo, and (1)15°B.

Step 5:
A
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String (2)15°B, (1)11°, (2)15°B and (starting at A) go through
(1)15°B, the SuperDuo, (3)15°B, (2)15°A, (1)11°, (2)15°A,
(3)15°B, the SuperDuo, (3)15°B, (2)15°A, and (3)11° beads as
shown in the diagram.
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Step 6:
Repeat Steps 2-5 until your bracelet is the desired length, less the clasp.
For a 3-strand bracelet, Repeat Steps 1-6 twice more to make a total of three strands.

A

Step 7:
To attach the beadwork to the clasp use the working thread on one end, and the tail on the other.
String (3)15°B, (2)15°A, (1)11° and go through one of the rings on the clasp. String (1)11°,
(2)15°A, (3)15°B and go through the 11° you started from at (A). Go through all (4)11° beads and
repeat the thread path once or twice to secure the clasp. Fasten off your thread.
Repeat to attach the other side of the clasp.
Attach remaining strands the same way.

A

For additional jewelry patterns, please visit JewelryTales.com
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